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In a story told from his perspective, an orphaned pit bull puppy living on the streets of New Orleans

seems destined to meet a grim end. Discriminated against because of his breed, he is greeted with

cruelty from nearly every avenue. Though all he desires is a loving home, he finds himself in the

clutches of abusive villains. Despite being broken by hunger and abuse, he takes a second chance

at joining a family when a kind musician offers him a helping hand. In a struggle for acceptance,

Lucky the pit bull is confronted with his greatest fear and is threatened with losing what he loves the

most.Will his heroic efforts secure him the life of simplicity and happiness heâ€™s always wanted?

Or will he be turned out of the house because of social bias? Discover what fate lies ahead of our

canine narrator in this emotional story filled with struggles and triumphs.
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I was quickly drawn into the world of Lucky, the abandoned pit puppy. It was a great idea, telling the

story from Lucky's perspective. I do volunteer work in animal rescue, and know the misconceptions

about the bully breed, and how many are euthanized because of an often anti pit bias fostered by



the same media that preaches tolerance and respect for humans of different cultures and races.My

only complaint is that the story was too short. The characters were just becoming real, and I would

have liked more time with them.The writing was good, and (unlike many self published e-books) the

spelling, punctuation and grammar were exceptional.I hope the writer's next offering is less a short

story and more a full length book that is a bit more in depth. I guess I just want a chance to get more

time with the characters. All in all a great reading experience.

Lucky is a pit bull puppy who had a rough start and was beaten and abused. Luckily, he found

someone who was good to him. Thankfully, this story has a happy ending. I agree with the author -

pit bulls are a thought to be mean dogs. They need good homes and compassionate training.

Recommend this book.

The Luckiest Dog in the World was impossible to put down. Lucky is a very believable as to how a

dog might really perceive the world. Your heart just breaks for him time and time again. The ending

was excellent.

What a great story this is! Narrated by Lucky, a stray Pit Bull dog who is on his own, readers will

share a bit of the horrible conditions homeless dogs must endure in their daily struggles for survival.

As the caretaker of a wonderful, loving stray Pit Bull (as well as other breeds), I can attest to the

grossly misguided impression many people have of these beautiful creatures.Lucky has a happy

ending. That isn't true for most stray dogs. Sadly, unscrupulous backyard breeders dump hundreds

of thousands of hapless pups on animal shelters each year. Many - perhaps most - are killed

because people are not willing to give them a good, loving home.PLEASE - Read "The Luckiest

Dog in the World". Then you have a decision to make. You have several options. 1) You can visit

your local animal shelter to adopt a homeless dog or cat; 2) You can donate your time and/or money

to help a local animal shelter; or 3) You can ignore the plight of so many innocent, unwanted

animals who only want a family they can love and protect.Then, whichever choice you select,

please SPAY or NEUTER your dogs and cats, today. They really will thank you for it.

It's so hard to find positive stories about Pitties I truly wish people would give them a chance, they

are extremely intelligent, brave and one of the most loyal breeds I've ever had the pleasure of

sharing my life with. Thank you Susan for such a wonderful book.



I like this book. It really shows you how pit bulls are treated in the world, and how they just want love

like any animal in this world wants. Pit bulls are not bad dogs at all. It is how they are raised by us

humans that make them bad animal should ever have to be treated bad like pit bulls are. Thanks for

taking the time to read my review, and hope this story will change your mind about pit bulls.

This is a must read for anyone thinking about adopting or fostering one of these wonderful,

misunderstood dogs. I have two pit mixes, one has already saved me twice when I was almost a

victim of a home invasion. I also have realized that this breed can coexist with other animals if they

are properly socialized. Thanks for such a heartwarming story. Hopefully, the breed will one day be

recognized for all the right reasons.

This is a great book so many people are afraid of pitbulls. This book will help people understand that

pitbulls are loving and sweet dogs. It's all in how you raise them and treat them. I grew up with

pitbulls and have never had a problem with them. The love and protect everyone in my family. It

makes me angry when we take them out in public when some people give us weird look and walk

away. I try to explain to them that they would never hurt anyone. The news and Pitbull fighters have

have them a bad reputation I hope this book shows people that they are loving and kind dogs.
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